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1863 Cathy Avenue Kelowna
$799,900

Literally the perfect package in every way and the only show in town in the price range that has it all. This

gorgeous 3 bed, 3 bath home is on a massive quarter acre corner lot and the main floor of the home is

completely updated with a dream kitchen including granite countertops, and a wall of pantry behind a modern

barn door and all appliances in the home are near new. Off of the kitchen is a three year old gorgeous cedar

deck with sun shades overlooking restful valley views with stairs off to a large concrete landing area walking

out to the massive fully fenced backyard. Downstairs you will find one bedroom, a large rec room, full

bathroom and a utility room coming in from the carport. Have hobbies? This is a top-of-the-line 24 x 26 shop in

a fully fenced in secured area with massive amounts of parking/RV parking. There is also a large front yard

space inclusive of more parking and a big lawn. The hot water tank is 4 years old, the furnace 10 years old.

There is a built-in vacuum with the hide hose system that retracts into the wall. This is such an opportunity in

the price range. Such a quiet neighborhood and a pristine home that needs nothing. BONUS...Even more

awesome storage. Great mini shops one in the carport, and a larger one under the new deck. So much

versatility here. Super close to both downtown, golf courses, restaurants and Big White. Just move in, bring the

snow machines, dirt bikes, quads or anything a hobbiest could dream of and start living.
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